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"Right Now I'd Welcome Trouble"
Watching the film...

To what extent is Jeff's boredom to blame for the situation he gets himself into?

 

Voyeurism is present in several Hitchcock films. In Rear Window, Stella jests and accuses

Jeff of being a Peeping Tom. At what points in the film do we judge Jeff for his spying

and a what points do we feel his spying is rewarded?

Between his leering at Miss Torso and his

reluctance to marry Lisa because she's "too

perfect", Jeff isn't exactly progressive when it

comes to women.

 

But how does the story highlight the strengths of

the female characters in the film. Consider the

words and actions of both Stella and Lisa. How

does the audience see them throughout the film?

 

Lisa and Jeff present an interesting contrast.

Briefly explain the conflict between the two and

how they change by the end of the film.

Lisa's wardrobe was designed by the amazing Edith Head (with over 400 film credits to

her name). How is Lisa's development as a character charted by her changing clothes.

 

At what other points in the film can costume (or accessories or items of clothing in

particular) be considered important? Explain why.
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"People do things in private they couldn't possibly
explain in public"
Watching the film...

WATCH: The film's opening 5 minutes

Rear Window is a lesson in Mise-en-Scene. Mise-en-Scene literally means "placed on

stage" (or screen in the case of film). This can include props, costume, hair and make-up,

and use of colour.

 

From the opening sequence, how does Hitchcock establish Jeff's situation and what has

come before the film starts? What do we know about Jeff, his job, his personal life and

his current predicament. When answering, try to break it down into each element: props

and set dressing and costume and hair and make-up.

 

Select another scene in the film and explain how Hitchcock has used elements of mise-

en-scene to heighten the action or tell us more about the characters.

NOW CONSIDER THE FILM AS A WHOLE

How Hitchcock establishes their situation at the

beginning of the film

How they change or develop throughout the story

How they distract Jeff from the Thorwald mystery

How their situation has changed by the end of the

film

Each of Jeff's neighbours has their own individual

narrative. They have a clear beginning, middle and end.

 

Select any of the neighbours and explain:
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WATCH: A Guide to the Films of Alfred Hitchcock | Director's Trademarks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNumBrEg7TQ

"Drama is life with the dull bits cut out"

The script for Rear Window was written by John Michael Hayes and never wastes a word.

Hitchcock pairs the script with clever editing to ensure that every piece of dialogue

makes a point.

 

Think of the scene where Jeff is trying to convince Lisa that Thorwald may have chopped

up his wife, it cuts to a shot of Miss Torso, lying and flicking through a magazine.

 

Select any other scene from the film where you think that dialogue plays a crucial part

and explain why. Try to consider how it is paired with other filmmaking techniques to add

extra power to the script.

Making the film...

Watch the above clip and list as many of the

director's trademarks as you could see in Rear

Window.

 

Pick any other Hitchcock film and describe

your favourite scene. Why is it your favourite?

How did Hitchcock use cinematic techniques

to grab your attention in that scene.

 

What director trademarks could you see in

your other chosen Hitchcock film?
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Look out of your window. Pick any small detail you find interesting. A person on the

way back from the shops, laden down with bags. A builder on a break, eating a

sandwich. A child taking an unruly dog out for a walk.

 

Imagine what they are thinking and write a one page internal monologue (first-person

narrative, explaining what is going through their head). Try to focus on their thoughts and

feelings. Do not think too hard about this and give yourself no more than half an hour. If

you get stuck, start your next sentence with "I think..." and just keep going. 

"I can smell trouble in this apartment"
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Write a short script (no more than five pages) where one character must convince the

other on a theory they have. It can be any theory you like and it's up to you as to whether

the other character believes it or not. But it must be filled with tension and your

character with the theory must be persuasive.

 

You can find lots of great scriptwriting tips at BBC writers room:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/writersroom/writers-lab/scriptwriting-essentials

Inspired by the film...

FREE WRITING - Think about Jeff staring out of his window and imagining what his

neighbours are thinking.

SCRIPTWRITING - Think about Jeff trying to convince his friend, Det. Doyle that Thorwald

has committed murder.


